
The Most Significant Preamplifiers
The May/June 2012 “The Absolute Sound” magazine had a probing topic. What are the 

MOST SIGNIFICANT preamplifiers that have been built? It’s an endless discussion. After all, which 
lefty is the best? I’ll take Koufax but it would be tough to argue with Johnson or Grove.

An advantage we dealers have over magazine guys is that a lot of production preamplifiers go 
through our mitts. We don’t just see one preamp, cherry picked for a reviewer. We see 
PRODUCTION preamps go into the field. If they have problems due to construction or design flaws- 
we see them. We have to deal with customers to repair them and make them right. Since we’ve been 
around since the 70s, we also see how people “live” with their preamps. Are they really happy with 
them? Do they keep them a long time?

TAS is doing a nice job with this series of “most significant” products. It’s fun to debate. Let’s 
look at their list and then I’ll suggest a few of my own. 

In general they look at tubes more romantically than I do. I had to be RESPONSIBLE for the 
failures! I think they missed a few deserving candidates.

To begin, here is their list: 
ARC SP-3
Marantz Model 7
Dyanaco Pas 3
Levinson LPN-2, JC-2
Vendetta SCP-2
C-J ART/GAT
HK Citation 1
Audible Illusions 3A
Quad 33
C-J Premier 3
Levinson #32
ARC SP-10

My Alternative List
For openers, I have no quarrel with the first three choices on the TAS list. All 3 were ground 

breaking products before 1977, the year I opened AE. But the tide was really changing then! I  
remember standing in my store in 1977 with Bill Johnson of ARC (who had just introduced SP4) 
when he said, “I’ll never make another tube product. Solid state is now equal in sound and so much 
more reliable.”

Hafler DH-101 $200
I had a love/hate relationship with DH-101. I loved the sound and hated the build quality. But 

there is no doubt that DH-101 set the standard of performance for a cheap preamp when it came out 
in 1977.

Threshold SL-10 $950
Holy mother of pearl, how could the boys at TAS miss the SL-10?! Not only was the SL-10 the 

cleanest, quietest, tightest sounding preamp at any price when it came out in 1979- it had the best 
MC headamp in the biz right on board! The bass of SL-10 was the most solid & dynamic going too! 

While I’m happy to give the SP-3 its due as a fine preamp pre 1977, the SL-10 became the 



first great modern preamp because of its noise floor and phono prowess. Remember, gain without 
noise was NOT a gimme in the 70s! T’was a shame Threshold fumbled the football, kicked it around 
and ran out of business.

GAS Theadra $1000
Theadra had a respectable MC section too, and tone controls, which made it a nice choice for 

a lot of guys who liked to fiddle with their systems.

Audire Diffet 3 $700
Audire was one of the highest performing, least known products of the 70s on. Diffet 3 was 

very fairly priced and had an excellent phono section incorporating a nice MC headamp.

Bryston BP-20 $1800
Move over boys. When BP-20 came out in the early 90s, audiophiles had access to a state of 

the art, modular approach to a preamp. You could buy it with or without phono (nothing was 
cleaner/quieter!). You could get it with remote or not. You could upgrade to a fancier power supply. It  
was a mature piece.

Bryston BP-26 $4600
Bryston upgraded to a two chassis preamp (one chassis power supply only) in 2004. It offered 

options of phono (as above) OR ON BOARD STATE OF THE ART DAC before other people in our 
biz even knew what a DAC was! Its robust sound with intense attack and silent background continue 
to make it a great choice today!


